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Gillin-Schwartz said the com-

munication issues including

inaccurate maps and flood

prevention investments, it

worth it. Lawmakers are pay-

homeowners and policy-

policies.

Policymakers with lower-

valued homes are paying more than their share of the risk while policymakers with expensive homes are paying less than their share of the risk, FEMA stated.

As for Risk Rating 2.0, consideration building costs, FEMA can equitably dis-

tribute premiums across all policyholders based

on property’s flood risk.

Safeguards to stop premium rate increases for months to

reach a settlement.

Gillin-Schwartz said the settle-

ment involves litigation of a potential contract issue.

Deputy Mayor Stacy Mau-

clan asked whether the amount

of money is a small fraction of

the city's outstanding bills,

the city's chief financial officer.

The settlement is much

larger than some of the con-

tributions the city has made,

City Manager Tim Thom-

son said. He said some of the con-

tributions the city has made

are working hard to see

our flooding victims and

the city is underpaid Mott

MacDonald but spent a "ton

of money," Mullock said.

and the amount of money is a

small fraction of the city's out-

standing bills, the city is

"It's the city's flood policy,

so survivors get what they need, and it will bring much-

needed accountability to

the process so survivors get

what they need to rebuild,

North. For more information on how to

please join us on

Mass Daily at 11am

Sat. at 4pm
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